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fig 32_. Context. 

urban alysis + context + framework
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Context and Identity_
Identity on Route

A thorough understAnding of the flAvour1 And 
identity of the host community will provide 
the design with An intAngible undertone thAt 
communicAtes with the subconscious of the user. 

Transport
Considering the poverty rate within the township, it is not 

uncommon that most of the residents are dependant on public 

transport. Taxis are the most common means of public transport 

but due to recent events of taxi violence in 2011, the government 

issued a fine that 'grounded' taxis for a certain period of time. 

Tshwane buses have been employed to fulfil the roll of the 

mini bus taxis, but according to Karien Kruger, journalist for the 

Beeld, residents are unhappy with the bus system as drivers drive 

recklessly ( Beeld 2011: 6) .

fig 55 a. Arrival at the game. fig 55 b. Arrival at the game. fig 56. Absa buss depot. 
fig 54. Identity 

1 The flavour of the community refers to the intangible elements that cannot 
be directly analysed but only understood when the architect allows himself 
to engage with the community and understand how they think, live and 
interact.
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The Players The 'Games'

For 24% of an estimated 180 000 residents, the ‘game’ is self 

employment. This ranges from brick making, metal and plastic 

recycling, entrepreneurship etc. Some of the other more fortunate 

residents work as domestic workers (women) and builders (men) 

in nearby developing communities.

fig 60 a. 'The game". brickmakers fig 59 c. Coach looking on. fig 59 b. 'The players'. under 19 striker holding boot fig 59 a. 'The players'. under 14 netball team fig 60 b. 'The game". entrepreneurship. fig 60 c. 'The game".entrepreneurship. sweets. 

Olievenhoutbosch has a Top 8 league in soccer and Top 4 league 

in netball. Every team has five different age groups that compete 

with teams from Attrigeville, Diepsloot and Alexandra. Only 

two fields are available for the young teams to play and only on 

Saturday mornings, as the other members of the community 

occupy the gravel pitches on Saturday afternoons and Sundays.
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